


Below are a list of the 12 Universal Laws. These laws are 
always in play and can help you turn up your vibes and 

manifest with more ease once you understand them. 

How can you use each of the 12 universal laws in your favor? 

How can these laws help you manifest quicker?

Write under each one how you can apply it in your life starting 
today. 

1. Law of ATTRACTION - Like attracts like.

2. Law of ONENESS - Whatever you wish upon others, you are wishing 
upon yourself. 
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3. Law of VIBRATION - Everything is energy. We are energy.

4. Law of CORRESPONDENCE - Your outer world is a direct reflection 
of your inner world. 

5. Law of CAUSE & EFFECT - What you put out into the universe will 
come back to you. 



6. Law of ACTION - Things won’t manifest out of thin air, you need to 
take action. 

7. Law of COMPENSATION - Give what you want to receive without 
any expectations. 

8. Law of PERPETUAL TRANSMISSION OF ENERGY - Energy is 
constantly being transmuted. 
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9. Law of RELATIVITY - Everything is relative depending on your 
perspective. 

10. Law of POLARITY - We get what we DON’T want so that we gain 
clarity on what we DO want. 
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11. Law of RHYTHM - Life is seasonal and cyclical.



12. Law of GENDER - Everything in nature has both feminine and 
masculine energies
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MANIFESTING WITH THE 12 UNIVERSAL LAWS....

What did you learn from reading and beginning to understand the 
12 universal laws?

What are you most excited about to begin manifesting your desires and 
goals using these 12 universal laws?

Which law or laws are you most ready to start implementing?



What are the 3 main actions you will start putting in motion right away 
to boost your manifesting game?

What would it feel like to have the whole universe on your side, 
reorganizing things in your favor all day every day?

1.

2.

3.
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Notes


